Recording Aggregate Limits on a Contract in Tide
This quick reference guide runs through how to record, manage and monitor one or many aggregate limits within a contract folder.
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Recording Aggregate Limits on a Contract in Tide

Background and Introduction
This first iteration of the aggregate limits functionality in Tide provides a way to record, manage and monitor aggregate limits against
one or many contracts in a contract folder. Currently, aggregate limits are only available for the United States of America and Canada.
When creating an aggregate limit, you can select the area(s) to include/exclude in the assessment (e.g. state, county, zip code) and any
associated perils (for example, windstorm, earthquake, fire, flood) that are based on any associated coverages and limits that have been
mapped against each risk to be included in any limit usage assessments through the Coverage Included (Y/N) and Coverage Limit fields
on the bordereau questionnaire. Note that where no coverage limit is provided on your bordereau, Tide will use the Total Sum Insured.
In addition, you can set an Any One limit value, which assesses the lowest level of inclusion of the area set on the aggregate limit.
Note that Area presets can be requested from Charles Taylor - Managing Agents should send their request through the service desk
portal with a copy of the aggregates that are required.
The aggregate limits functionality within Tide is limited and allows basic rules to be implemented at state level. Whist it is possible for
rules to be set down to county level (and further to postal/zip code), if the limits are different for each respective county, then separate
rules will have to be created for each county. In addition, for the Any One Limit logic to work at county level, counties have to be included
in the rule rather than excluded.
Also, where the Coverholder is writing a percentage of the risk, unless the actual TIV written is stated, the aggregates will be calculated
on the 100% TIV value. The system will also not calculate the actual written amount when using coverages to calculate aggregate usage.
These limitations will be addressed by future enhancements.

Once aggregate limits have been recorded (refer to the Creating an Aggregate Limit section of this guide), Tide automatically assesses
the usage of these limits when associated bordereaux are submitted and processed. Tide will also assess the lowest level of inclusion.
For more information on the aggregate limit assessment rules, please go to the Assessment of Aggregate Limits section of this guide.
Aggregate limits are recorded, managed and monitored through the Aggregate Limits tab on the contract screen – an example is shown
below in Figure 1. Contract Administrators can create and update aggregate limits through the Aggregate Limits screen – note that
Brokers/Coverholders can view any aggregate limits set on their respective contract(s), whilst Insurers can only see those applied to
sections to which they are associated.
Figure 1: Aggregate Limits tab on the contract screen
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Creating an Aggregate Limit
Selecting Contracts from the Contract Folder

Figure 2: Add Aggregate Limit screen – Adding contracts and sections

1. Open the contract that you would like to record the aggregate
limit against and click on the AGGREGATE LIMITS tab, as
shown below:

2. The Aggregate Limit screen will be displayed. Click +ADD
AGGREGATE LIMIT:

3. The Add Aggregate Limit screen will be displayed (shown in
Figure 2) – note that the selected contract, along with all of its
Sections, will be selected by default. To add/remove contracts
from the associated contract folder, click +ADD CONTRACT:
 The Add Contract screen will be displayed, as shown below.
Use the Contract drop-down list to select a contract from the
contract folder – note that if required, additional contracts will
need to be added individually:

Note
Much like reporting channels in Tide, when creating a new aggregate limit, you must select the associated contract(s)
from the contract folder and also the associated Section(s) of the contract.

 When you have selected a contract, use the Section(s) field
to select the section(s) of the contract that you would like to
include in the aggregate limit.

Only risks that are associated to the selected contract(s) and section(s) selected on the aggregate limit, will be included
in any aggregate limit usage assessments that are performed by Tide.

 Click SAVE.
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Creating an Aggregate Limit

(continued)

Entering the Aggregate Limit Details

Figure 3: Add Aggregate Limit screen – Aggregate Limit details

Enter the main aggregate limit details in the fields provided (refer
to Figure 3) – note that mandatory fields appear red underlined:
1. Aggregate Limit Name: Enter a descriptive name for the limit
that you are creating. Note that if you are creating multiple
aggregate limits on the contract, providing a meaningful name for
each limit will make it easier to identify and monitor on the main
Aggregate Limit screen.
2. Is this Aggregate Limit Active? To activate the aggregate limit
immediately, click Yes. Click No if you are drafting the limit
details and would like to activate it at a later stage.
3. Perils: You can select peril(s) which are based on any Coverage
Included (Y/N) columns that are mapped against each risk to be
included. Note that more than one peril can be selected where
applicable.
4. Currency: Select the currency for the limit – note that if the
currency on the bordereau is different to the currency stated
here, Tide will source the current day’s exchange rate and
convert the value.
5. Aggregate Limit: Enter the value of the limit that will be
assessed. This is the total limit of all active risks that:
 Are within the area(s) of limit that have been defined; and
 Have at least one of the perils attached to the limit selected.
6. Any One Limit: Enter the limit value that will be assessed
against the lowest area level of inclusion defined in the aggregate
limit, for example, County, State, Zip Code – refer to the Any One
Limit Assessment section of this guide for more information.
7. Include Postal/Zip Code (Zip Code?): When setting up an
aggregate limit, you will need to select the area(s) that will be
included/excluded in the assessment. By default, you have the
ability to select States and Counties as areas of
inclusion/exclusion, but clicking Yes, will provide you with the
ability to specify zip codes for inclusion/exclusion.
8. Country: Currently, aggregate limits can only be recorded in the
United States of America or Canada. Select the country that is
applicable to the limit from the drop-down list provided. You will
also need to select the area(s) that apply to the assessment of
the aggregate limit – refer to the Selecting Areas of
Inclusion/Exclusion section of this guide.
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Creating an Aggregate Limit (continued)
Selecting Areas of Inclusion/Exclusion

Figure 4: Add Aggregate Limit screen – Selecting area(s) of inclusion/exclusion or area presets

Select the area(s) that are to be included/excluded in the
assessment of the aggregate limit – refer to Figure 4.
1. Click the +/- State button – before selecting a state, you will need
to select whether the state will be included or excluded in the
assessment of the limit – select Inclusion or Exclusion as
required:

 The Add State dialogue box will be displayed – select the
state from the drop-down list provided and click SAVE – note
that multiple states can be selected where applicable:

2. The selected state is now displayed on the screen – the Yes/No
marker in the Included? column indicates whether the state will
be included or excluded in the assessment of the limit:
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Creating an Aggregate Limit (continued)
3. To specify a county, click the +/- County button – note that
before selecting a county, you will need to select whether the
county will be included or excluded in the assessment of the limit:

Figure 5: Add Aggregate Limit screen – Selecting area(s) of inclusion/exclusion

 The Add County dialogue box will be displayed – select the
county from the drop-down list provided and click SAVE –
note that multiple counties can be selected where applicable:

4. The selected county is now displayed on screen with the
respective Yes/No marker under the Included? column:



The +/- Postal/Zip Code button will be displayed if you have
selected to Include Postal/Zip Code – click to select a post
code to be included or excluded in the assessment of the limit.
Note that US and Canadian post codes are the five-digit
codes as used by the US postal service:
Area Inclusions and Exclusions

5. The example shown in Figure 5, shows a number of counties and
postal codes in the state of Florida that are to be included in the
assessment of the aggregate limit. Note that any areas that have
been added in error, can be deleted by clicking .
6. Once all of the aggregate limit details and associated areas of
assessment have been captured, click SAVE.



If an inclusion is selected, then you have the ability to select to add a further inclusions or exclusions at the next
level – for example, if you include Florida as a state, you will have the ability to include or exclude specific counties
within the state of Florida.



Within any single area hierarchy, only inclusions OR exclusions can be added. For example, if a county exclusion
is added beneath a state, then only further county exclusions can be added, not county inclusions – you would
however, be able to add a separate state in the same area grid to operate on an inclusion basis.



The lowest level of inclusion must be consistent, so that Any One Limit assessments can operate correctly. For
example, if you have added two state inclusions, you cannot add a Postal/Zip Code inclusion to one state and not
the other.
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Creating an Aggregate Limit (continued)
Applying Area Presets

Figure 6: Add Aggregate Limit screen – Apply Area Preset

Note that area presets can be requested from Charles Taylor –
Managing Agents should send their request via the service desk
portal with a copy of the aggregates required.
1. Where area presets are available, click Apply Area Preset:

2. The Apply Area Preset dialogue box will be displayed. Select the
area preset that you would like to apply:

3. Areas defined in the selected preset will be displayed for review,
as shown below. To apply these values to the aggregate limit,
click the APPLY PRESET button – note that selections will
override any existing area values that are already defined in the
aggregate limit:

4. An example of area presets that have been applied to an
aggregate limit is shown in Figure 6. Click SAVE.
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Monitoring Aggregate Limits & Assessment Triggers
1. Aggregate limits are displayed in the AGGREGATE
LIMITS tab under the associated contract; limit details
including name, associated perils, currency, country and
included/excluded areas of assessment are also displayed.
2. To add another limit on the selected contract, click the
+ ADD AGGREGATE LIMIT button.
3. To edit an existing aggregate limit, click the EDIT button.
This will launch the EDIT AGGREGATE LIMIT screen,
where the limit can be updated and deleted if required.
4. The Contracts column displays a button that displays the
years of account included in the aggregate limit. Click on
the button to display the list of contract and associated
sections that are included in the aggregate limit:

Figure 7: Aggregate Limits screen

Figure 8: Aggregate Limits screen

5. Use the horizontal scroll bar to review the limit values.
6. This area of the screen displays the Aggregate Limit and Any
One Limit values which Tide will assess against. The
following limit usage values are also displayed once the
assessment has been performed – refer to Figure 8:
 Aggregate Limit Usage: Click the figure displayed (in
blue) to view a breakdown of limit usage across the areas
of assessment that have been defined:

Aggregate Limit Assessment Triggers
Tide automatically assesses the current usage of the Aggregate Limit and Any One Limits. This assessment occurs based
on one of the following events:





When a bordereau linked to a contract with an aggregate limit reaches a status of Approved or is Unapproved.
When an aggregate limit is created (after the associated contract has a status of Signed)
When an aggregate limit is updated (after the contract has a status of Signed)

The Assessment Date Time column (refer to Figure 7 above) displays the date and time that the last assessment of the
aggregate limit was performed.

 Any One Limit Usage: Click the figure displayed (in blue)
to view a breakdown of the any one limit usage across the
areas of assessment that have been defined:

 In addition, the Aggregate Limit Usage % and Any One
Limit Usage % values are displayed in the aggregate
limits screen.
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Assessment of Aggregate Limits
Aggregate Limit Assessment
1. To calculate the Aggregate Limit Usage, Tide first identifies which risks should be included in the assessment using the following
criteria:
 Those risks that are assigned to a contract and section of the aggregate limit.
 Those risks that are within the areas defined in the aggregate limit.
 Those risks that are active at the time of the assessment – note that active in this context refers to a risk that has an expiry
date of Today (i.e. Today being the day that the assessment is being performed) or later.
 Those risks where at least one of the coverages (note that only coverages that are listed as a Peril apply) of the aggregate
limit are recorded as ‘Yes’ against the relevant Coverage Included Y/N field (e.g. Windstorm Included (Y/N)).
 The latest Transaction Type of the risk is not ‘Cancelled’.
2. For those risks that are included in the assessment, Tide will use one of the following values from the current entry of each risk to
calculate the Aggregate Limit Usage*:
 The highest Coverage Limit (e.g. Windstorm Limit) of the relevant coverages of the risk.
 Where this has not been provided, it will be the Total Sum Insured of the risk.
Any One Limit Assessment
1. To calculate the Any One Limit Usage, Tide uses the same risks identified for the calculation of Aggregate Limit Usage. Tide then
identifies the lowest level of inclusion of the aggregate limit. For example:
 If the area has county inclusions, with a number of postal/zip code exclusions, then the aggregate usage position of each
county will be assessed.
 If only a state exclusion has been completed (and therefore no inclusions have been selected), then state is the lowest level
of Inclusion.
2. Tide then allocates risks to each of the areas at the lowest level of inclusion.
3. For those risks that are included in the assessment, Tide will use one of the following values from the current entry of each risk and
then calculate the aggregate position for each lowest level of inclusion area (in the example given above, this would be for each
county):
 The highest Coverage Limit (e.g. Windstorm Limit) of the relevant coverages of the risk.
 Where this has not been provided, it will be the Total Sum Insured of the risk.
4. Then Tide will assess which of the aggregate positions for each lowest level of Inclusion area is highest and this value is to be used
as the Any One Limit Usage*.

* If a value is not in the selected currency of the aggregate limit, Tide will source the current day’s exchange rate and convert it to the aggregate limit currency.
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Aggregate Limits – Location Data Enrichment
Postal/Zip Code (US and Canada)
Where the Risk Country of the risk is either United States of America or Canada, or at least one aggregate limit is associated with at
least one Section of the Reporting Channel of the submission, Tide will expect a Postal/Zip Code for the risk to be supplied.

 No Risk Postal/Zip Code Supplied | Risk Postal/Zip Code Blank
If no risk Postal/Zip Code is supplied in the bordereau, or there are blank values in the risk Postal/Zip Code column, Tide will raise
an error and prompt you to select a postal/zip code value for each of the risk records identified. In the example shown below, two
risks have been identified as having a postal/zip code missing – the CORRECTED VALUE drop-down list contains the full list of
postal/zip codes and can be used to select the value that applies:

 Invalid Risk Postal/Zip Code
When an invalid risk postal/zip code has been provided in the bordereau, Tide will raise an error and prompt you to correct it by
selecting a valid postal/zip code from the CORRECTED VALUE drop-down list.
State and County completion based on Postal/Zip Code
Where a risk postal/zip code has been provided, but no associated Risk State or Risk County values (or where no Risk State or Risk
County columns have been provided in the bordereau), Tide will use the postal/zip code entry to populate the missing Risk State and/or
Risk County as applicable.
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For more information on Delegated Data Manager – Contact: dasats.servicedesk@limoss.london
The following training aids are also available for you to access on-demand:
Tide Knowledge Base
A knowledge base containing a library of help articles:

 Accessible via the Help icon in the main navigation in Tide
 Articles are grouped by category
 Context-driven help is also available by clicking
on the various system screens
Useful Contacts
For technical support contact the Service Desk:






UK: + 44 (0) 800 024 6089
Belgium: + 32 (0) 800 16246
USA: +1 8333 457 984
Service Desk Portal – accessible via the Knowledge Base

For more information on self-service reporting and data extraction from Tide, contact
dasats.servicedesk@limoss.london

LIMOSS Website






Slide decks running through the background to the Delegated Data Manager initiative
Quick reference guides, covering steps in the delegated authority process in Tide
Self-led video tutorials, focussing on each of the system elements
Frequently asked questions
Adoption tools
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